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Abstract
The successfully running search & retrieval applications for the substance database GSBL have been coming to age and need to reflect more the new needs of users dealing with modern networks and infrastructures. In its first version, the substance database GSBL used to be a classical desktop application. Performant access (the combination of throughput, response time, availability, and functionalities) was restricted to a narrow group of users having a desktop (fat) client installed. This allows a very performing client application with a wide range of functionalities which make this search & retrieval system unique in its class of substance information systems. Search and retrieval of substructures in more than 200,000 chemicals within a fraction of a second has been just one essential feature. With the growing of wider and better networks, more users and the approach to use software as a service, the obstacles of a pure client application become obvious. Innovative Web technologies and the availability of ever better performing networks allow to provide information to broad public more easily, faster and more convenient. Functionalities for search & retrieval do not need a fat client including installation and administration burdens. Just using your browser to get the same qualified information from everywhere you have access to the network was the aim of the re-design. Therefore, the cutting-edge technologies like Apache STRUTS, Ajax and JSTL were applied to create an easy to handle and efficient web application named ‘GSBL Web application 3.0’. The following paper will describe the choice of technologies which fulfil best the needs of current and potential GSBL-users. This re-design allows continuing the successfully running service for environmental relevant information for chemical substances. The combination of continuously updated, comprehensive and reliable environmental data of the Federal Environment Agency (Umweltenbundesamt) with InfoChem’s expertise in substance and structure handling make this application an indispensable resource for public environmental authorities, first action forces, and governmental departments in the legislative process.

1. History and Background of GSBL

The GSBL is a joint substances data pool of the Federal State and its Länder and has been established in 1994. This central database contains important, useful and reliable information on chemical substances, their impact on health and environment, and their relation to current legislative acts.

From public administrations over first actions forces a wide range of Institutions are using the data to prevent or react on incidents or handling of hazardous chemical substances. The central data pool is managed at the Federal Environment Agency ‘Umweltenbundesamt’ with its headquarter in Dessau. But having data and information available without a retrieval and presentation layer, which allows the potential user to browse and search these information in a convenient (state-of-the-art) way, does not make any sense. Therefore, a complex software suite with a range of tools for administration, search and retrieval has been developed over the last decade.
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2. The ‘old’ GSBL-Applications

2.1 Experiences

The discovery and presentation of the data and information is achieved by using a modular built information system which offers, besides complex registration and administration tools, a very performing search & retrieval software. Two applications had been developed over the years to fulfil client’s needs of those days. The result has been one pure client application with a huge package of functionalities (all based on most important user requirements?) and later on a thin web client application with less functionality. Both client applications have been using the same server software to perform a very fast search and retrieval of data.

The pure or ‘fat’ client application with an installation routine on each user PC offers many and complex functionalities to discover the best information out of the data pool.

In contrast, the web client has been limited to a range of ‘most used’ functionalities and discards professional search functions which have been rarely or just by a few users either used. Nevertheless, important features like searching for chemical sub-structures or multiple database fields have been seen as essential and have been realised. Development technologies and software have been based on the lowest common denominator of the first user groups recruiting from the public sector and the known restrictions of those days. The result has been a CGI- based Web application programmed in C/C++.

2.2 Shortcomings

Time alone has been contributed to shortcomings of the applications. Current information technologies offer much simpler possibilities to provide the same (or even more) functionalities in a search and retrieval system. The server side C++-modules and also the CGI technology has become obsolete meanwhile. But this was not the only reason to redesign the application. In combination with the increase of users and thus the necessity to handle parallel sessions on the search & retrieval server leads to a non acceptable loss of performance and stableness of the whole application. Security and administration issues had to be addressed in a more and more inconvenient way. Customers using the pure client application were in need of frequent updates, although the application meanwhile has been dispersed over hundreds of PCs – not regarding the redundant installed server application in different institutions all over Germany. This burden of administration has consumed a lot of time and efforts to keep ‘everybody’ up-to-date not even knowing if everybody has got the latest version.

Another important reason for redesign has been the far too complex user guidance and the realisation of the GUI (graphical user interface) with plain html which has been lead to restrictions and unacceptable ‘clicking’ session to get the desired result.

3. New Requirements - User Needs for a Modern GSBL-Application

Unfortunately user requirements and user’s environment is changing more and more frequently. The first web client has already been a reaction to the changing requirements, infrastructures, and the awareness that not all requirements of the first days have been so ‘important’ as they seemed to be. With these current IT infrastructure and commodities user behaviour and their requirements has changed in a way that it was no longer possible to offer a performing tool to discover the useful information in a way users are used to. The technologies used for the first approach have been coming to their limits regarding performance, multiple users and process handling, user guidance, stableness, and security.

The availability and accessibility of wider and better networks, e.g. bandwidth, performance, in most institutions (even in the public sector) leads to more and more ‘software as a service’ understanding and
thus concepts of providing more and more pure web-based software. The new approach should provide an
easy access from anywhere, just using an internet browser connected to the network (internet or intranet)
with a clear user guidance and easy to understand search features. The need to install an additional ‘fat’
client to make more useful(!) functionalities available should be avoided and so reduce administration
efforts, i.e. version handling, and costs.

With modern software technologies have becoming standards in nowadays solutions and infrastructures, security policies of IT departments are already reflecting possible concerns without reducing features
offered by these modern technologies.

The new approach of GSBL allows user (group) specific settings defined in different ‘look and feel’
profiles. This should lead to an increased product acceptance and operator convenience. Moreover,
it offers a good extensibility for future enhancements, which are sure to come.

4. Technologies used for the Redesign of GSBL-Web 3.0

Taking into account the above mentioned, implementing a web based application was the consequent de-
cision. Moreover, state of the art, performant and maintainable technologies had to be applied, which was
the reason to choose an web container that implements the Servlet and Java Server Pages (JSP) specifica-
tions. Due to financial restrictions the employment of the freely available Servlet engine Apache Tomcat
was decided. Besides the support of integrated management of user sessions the usage of Java technology
(JavaBeans, JSP, Expression Language, Tag Libraries, JSTL), web application frameworks like Apache
STRUTS and the employment of modern software architectures/paradigms (MVC - Model View - Con-
troller) is provided by this software package.

To accelerate the development process and to apply a standardized request- and response handling,
it was decided to employ the web application framework STRUTS.

With using STRUTS, a huge set of comprehensive Java libraries is already available and many requ-
iments on the server side software are already met by the framework.

Since the application needs frequent screen updates (search forms, hit list and dossier display, tree
view, hit list navigation), a method reducing the server load and speeding up the user interface had to be
found. The development concept AJAX was chosen to meet this requirements. Because it is cross-
browser/ cross-platform compatible and uses open standards, AJAX has proven to be the optimal means to
lower the server load and to increase screen display speed.

Core server side modules of the application (RetrievalServer and AccessServer) have proven effective
and performant so that these parts could be reused in the new application. The communication protocol
between the web application and this components is TCP/IP because it is a standardized protocol, plat-
form independent and it allows to distribute components on separate platforms. XML as a customisable,
flexible format is used as language for data exchange not least because many software libraries - espe-
cially in Java - are already available for creation, reading, handling and processing this format. Furthermore
data contained in XML can be mapped well to a Java object model.

One requirement was the server side generation of hit list and dossier reports in RichText- and MS
Excel format. The use of free available server side Java libraries to generate RichText and Excel docu-
ments suggested itself. For the generation of RichText documents the Java library iText is used. MS Excel
spreadsheets are generated using the Library JExcelAPI. The advantages are obvious: These libraries are
free available, well documented, stable and platform independent.
5. First Experiences with GSBL-Web 3.0

The first test results show that the efforts of re-designing the GSBL Web application has paid-off in terms of performance and usability. The GSBL-Web 3.0 is currently under testing but already at this stage it has been achieved to establish a central application server for (at least) the cooperation partner to gain from the synergies of a web-based application. This and the fact that it is a thin-client application running via the network will minimise the burden of administration. Every user group may provide its specific profile to fit best their needs without lacking important functionalities as it used to be with the previous version.
It seems that the purpose of the GSBL pure client application is becoming obsolete and it is going to be faded out in the near future.
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